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In the paper there are given calculated and experimental data which allow to form necessary beam parameters
for a precise experiment in nuclear physics. An intensity of a beam extracted from an isochronous cyclotron
acceleration chamber (Ep = 30 MeV) can reach 15 µA with an energy spread of 3× 10−3. Accelerated ion beams
of such kind are widely applicable in nuclear physical experiments.
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1. Introduction

In the literature there is usually considered a depen-
dence of the one of main beam parameters � the value
of energy spread, ∆E/E, on cyclotron characteristics
for magnetic �eld by form closed to isochronous one [1].
Since the output of ion beams from considered installa-
tion is realized in decreasing �eld, there was carried out
an estimation of energetic spread of the beam with �nite
phase width ∆ϕ in case of one-revolution output for real
magnetic �eld that has a decreasing area.

2. Experiment on formation of precise beam

of accelerated ions in cyclotron

The expression for high-frequency phase of ion in the
function of the revolution number was added by the term,
taking into account the exponential increase of the phase
at the end of acceleration
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As it follows from the assumption carried out, for con-
crete conditions of the beam acceleration, the �nite value
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of the energetic spread ∆E/E = 4×10−3 for phase band
∆ϕ = 6◦ at the instability of σU/U = 3×10−3. The anal-
ysis of the passage of resonance values of work frequen-
cies in the process of acceleration showed that for con-
sidered installation (the Alma-Ata isochronous cyclotron,
U-150M) the most serious fact is the dynamical passage
of the resonance at the �rst harmonic in the region of the
acceleration radius, R = 58 cm, and link resonance with
νr = 2νz, at R = 63 cm. Computer estimations showed
the possibilities of successful passage of these resonances
by using the acceleration regime with total set of ions
energies per one revolution (U0 ≥ 70 kV) and by limit-
ing the values of axial amplitudes of oscillations up to
az ≤ 5 mm. More precise determination of conditions of
initial and following processes of ions accelerations was
carried out on the basis of numerical calculations of beam
motion dynamics, having �nite time and spatial values of
its emittances. The measurements of the emittance and
the distribution of the phase density of the current, on
the one hand, allows practically to perfect the optimal
optics of the system �source�puller� and, on the other
hand, the obtained information is the basis of both of
computational and practical aspects of optimization of
initial and following processes of current acceleration [2].

The preliminary obtaining of methodical information
relatively of choice of places for the arrangement of form-
ing collimators, testers, dimensions of detecting collima-
tors and their slits, coordinated with the increment of
orbit's radius and with section of measured beam, car-
ried out accordingly with matrix relation of two azimuth
states of beam's coordinates in one magnetic �eld. Fi-
nal determinations of the form of emittance contour were
carried out by the combination of results of numerical in-
tegration of equations of ions motions with data of mea-
surements. Experiments were carried out on the small-
-sized cyclotron which was the full-scale model of the
centre for the source of Penning's kind that is in regular
operation on the main machine.

Registration of the internal beam current in the ac-
celerator was realized with the use of 10 Faraday cups.
They were collimated by a slotted diaphragm with 1 mm
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aperture. A block of 10 cups with a common collimator
was set on a carriage of a mobile probe which was moved
along the radius of the acceleration chamber between the
dees. The measured current was applied via a switch to
a computer that performed a slow time analysis. Values
of the current were stored in the memory of the com-
puter. Such a method allows to observe axial and radial
emittances of an accelerated-ion beam in a cyclotron.
The distribution of current density for typical geome-

try is shown in Fig. 1a, and corresponding iso-densities of
the current � in Fig. 1b. Dashes on the line r′0 (Fig. 1b)
mark the one-degree change of the angle of ion emis-
sion relative to the central trajectory at constant HF-
-phase of the voltage. Measured dependences give values
of 340 mm mrad and 164 mm mrad for 100% and 80% of
lines of the density of radial emittance and, correspond-
ingly, 560 mm mrad and 190 mm mrad in axial plane
(U0 = 65 kV), besides the angular spread of the radial
partial emittance at the output from the �ller is ±4%
for 80% of density's lines.

Fig. 1. Emittance of internal beam in radial and axial
phase planes: (a) the distribution of current density for
typical geometry, (b) iso-densities of the current.

Fig. 2. Initial orbits of the beam in the central region
of the cyclotron: 1 � the source, 2 � the �ller, 3 � the
post, 4 � the bundle, 5 � the angular collimator.

Knowledge of radial value of partial emittance of the
beam allows to keep track of whole process of its transfor-

mation during the acceleration, beginning from the �rst
accelerating clearance and directly before the exit into
the de�ecting system. As numerical calculations show,
in spite of some distortions of phase contour, radial di-
mensions of �nal beam, limited by initial 80% line of the
density, are in limits of 2AH = 2 mm at minimum divi-
sion of blobs, ∆r = 2 mm. On the base of ful�lled inves-
tigations there is carried out the consideration of phase
and angular selection of the beam with the purpose to
separate its �nal orbits (Fig. 2).

3. Extraction and time-structure formation

of accelerated-ion beam in cyclotron

Usage of di�erent techniques of beam extraction is pre-
destined by a variety of sorts of accelerated ions. A choice
of extraction technique was determined by main requests
which are usually demanded from beam extraction sys-
tem: matching of output beam emittance with exter-
nal transportation channel acceptance; maximum possi-
ble current output factor; preservation of beam quality
while extracting.
To extract a beam of light ions (2H+, 3He2+, 4He2+)

accelerated up to the maximum energy of 70 MeV, it
was supposed to realize the usual technique with an elec-
trostatic de�ector, a magnetic current channel, an iron
focusing shield, and a system focusing on the ion guide
axis. Provision of high output e�ciency of the system
(on condition that de�ector acceptance matches output
beam emittance) is connected with an achievement of suf-
�cient separation of the last orbits that is necessary for
placement of a de�ecting system septum. An increase
in energy of accelerated particles with simultaneous de-
crease in energy gain per turn (due to single-dee design
of the accelerating system) leads to appreciably less sep-
aration of the last orbits that is estimated as being less
than 1 mm. In this connection, a necessity arises for ap-
plication of resonance technique of beam extraction using
harmonic disturbances of magnetic �eld in the region of
the last orbits of acceleration. As well for heavy ions,
there are another techniques of accelerated ion beam ex-
traction out of cyclic accelerators.
The main feature of the Alma�Ata cyclotron is the

accelerating system, consisting of two 180◦ dees. This
system a�ords the large energy gain per turn thus de-
creasing in�uence of magnetic �eld disturbances and en-
larging the turn separation at extraction radius. At the
same time the necessity of placing the de�ector inside the
dee complicates substantially its design.
The high e�ective and reliable extraction system must

meet the needs of necessary de�ection and focusing of
the beam and to be reliable under large heat load. At
changing magnetic �eld in the wide range it is necessary
also to take into account the changing of the shape of the
orbit at extraction radius. For this reason a new electro-
static de�ector with non-uniform electric �eld and with
precise replacing of its parts without switching o� high
voltage potential was designed. This de�ector located
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inside the dee is shown schematically in Fig. 3, the an-
gular coordinates (15◦, 55◦, 125◦) of three movable parts
of the de�ector are depicted. The �ne displacement of
these parts of the de�ector may be made in the range of
±7 mm with accuracy of 0.1 mm and be produced re-
motely from the main control panel with three pairs of
hydraulic cylinders.

Fig. 3. Beam extraction systems: 1 � adjustable de-
�ector, 2 � additional de�ector, 3 � steering magnets,
4 � hydraulic cylinders.

This system is designed for increasing the resolution
of a neutron spectrometer based on time-of-�ight mea-
surements by reducing the beam repetition rate. Us-
ing a selection slit, three successive accelerated particles
bunches of every four ones are stopped at a collimator af-
ter sweeping o� by high-voltage RF de�ector. Only the
bunches which see a zero resulting electric �eld between
the electrodes of the de�ector are able to pass the selec-
tion slit. Usually as a bunch selector a de�ector with �at
electrodes and sinusoidally varying potential di�erence
between them is used.
An e�ective sweeping o� system assumes absence of

beam losses, minimum de�ecting voltage, reliable design,
simple tuning, and easy running. To meet these needs a
de�ection system was developed which is located in the
fringing magnetic �eld of the cyclotron immediately af-
ter the main de�ector. Such a system gives substantial
reduction of de�ection potential in comparison with ordi-
nary one located in nonuniform magnetic �eld free space.
The de�ection system is shown in Fig. 3. An additional
de�ector (pulser) is located inside the accelerator cham-
ber and outside the dee (θ = 142�162◦), where the beam
size is su�ciently small yet.
The de�ector is composed of a pair of plates 30 cm long

and separated by 3 cm, in cross-section they have hyper-
bolic pro�le for increasing radial focusing of the beam.
The results of the numerical calculations of the beam en-
velopes in the horizontal plane for di�erent potentials at
the de�ector are shown in Fig. 4.

The experimentally measured beam emittance and ion
transit time in the de�ector have been taken into account.
The minimum potential for 30 MeV protons burst sepa-
ration is 15 kV.

Fig. 4. Particles bursts sweeping o� systems and beam
envelopes: 1 � RF-selector, 2 � beamline, 3 � colli-
mator, 4, 5, 6 � beams at potential di�erence of 0.15 kV
and 30 kV.

Fig. 5. Simpli�ed scheme of particles bursts selection
system.

A scheme of particles bursts selection system is shown
in Fig. 5. The �nal section is a resonant LC circuit in
which the selector is a capacitive element. In this circuit
a sinusoidal voltage is excited. The frequency varies in
the range of 2�4.5 MHz. The �nal ampli�er stage con-
sists of a power tetrode run in class AB with a total
power of 0.8�1.0 kW. The resulting potential di�erence
generated between the electrodes of the selector varies
sinusoidally from zero to the peak value. This signal is
phased with the particles bunches, so that the interest-
ing bunch passes through the de�ector when the potential
across the electrodes V = 0 and dV/dt = 0, too.

4. Conclusions

Calculations, carried out taking into account links of
longitudinal and radial-cross kinds of motion, allowed to
determine necessary conditions of initial collimation of
the beam, allowing to limit both the angular spread of
the beam and the phase width of blobs, separated at the
azimuth of the de�ector. The optimality of the geome-
try of the centre was checked by the consideration of the
process of the acceleration in the axial plane taking into
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account links of radial and longitudinal kinds of the mo-
tion, besides there were determined concrete conditions
of the axial collimation of the beam. For found cross- and
longitudinal acceptances of the cyclotron there are deter-
mined computational �nal transverse emittances of the
beam, 10−12 mm mrad, and value of its energy spread,
∆E/E = 3×10−3. Estimations of an intensity of formed
beam, carried out taking into account of measured initial
distribution of phase current density and of an in�uence
of Coulomb's e�ect and the spatial charge, show that the
maximum value of the average current at the �nal ra-
dius is ≈ 15 µA for protons, accelerated up to the energy
of 30 MeV.
The use of correctly-formed ions beam inside acceler-

ating chamber of the cyclotron [3�5] allows to carry out
the wide class of nuclear-physical investigations at the
contemporary level.
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